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Kids experiences 

Olive harvest: Like a treasure hunt. An olive treasure ready to become a valuable oil, the 

symbol of our region. An educational activity which lead the kids to experience a secular 

practice. 

Farm Experience: a unique experience with local farmers. Kids will enjoy an experiential 

tour, meet farm animals, and be accompanied to discover spontaneous aromatic herbs among 

on the hills.  

Go hiking: There are plenty of hiking trails in Sanremo 

and in the nearby valleys. Discover numerous hiking 

trails and enjoy family-fun activities that will have you 

planting, conserving, and exploring itineraries with a 

unique biodiversity according to the season.  

 

Sanremo: travel across the continents discovering exotic plants in the Ormond gardens: 

The Villa Ormond Garden, a green space in the heart of Sanremo, hosts plants from all over 

the world and reveals several natural treasures, prehistoric and rare plants with unusual 

leaves, cortex, pinecones, flowers and intense scents. After a brief introduction, we will 

organize a funny treasure hunt and the kids will discover trees, curious and rare plants like 

the camphor tree, the living fossil, the elephant foot and the giant tree.  

 



 

Horseback riding: Kids and 

horses, love at first sight. 

Sanremo and its 

surroundings have 

historically been a 

destination for horseback 

riding, and the crowned 

heads of Europe know very 

well the facilities we offer in 

Sanremo and its countryside. 
 

 

Aromatic and edible herbs sensorial lab: Touch, taste, observe, smell. On the Italian Riviera 

of Flowers we are specialists in growing flowers, and we have wonderful botanical gardens, 

boasting stunning views, gorgeous plants, herbs and flowers.  

Let us arrange a tailor made Nature-themed weekend for your family.  
 

Handmade creations with pasta: Do you eat Pasta in Italy? Of course you do! But you can do 

more than this with pasta… The kids know it very well because they adapt every object to 

reach their goals just like their first words. Will you surprise them or will they surprise you? 

 

Creative “Sand Art” kids lab: filling small jars with colored sand and chalks. An easy and 

interesting activity, perfect for the little ones. 
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